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1)
Opportunity:

Many people like to relax at the beach, their home, or other areas with an umbrella to keep them in the
shade. As the direction of the sun’s rays change throughout the day, it can be upsetting having to get out of
your state of leisure to stand up and adjust the umbrella. With our device, Sol Guard, you can now change the
direction of the umbrella with just two fingers.

2)
High Level Strategy:

In order for the user to easily adjust the position of the umbrella shade, we decided to use a
potentiometer with velocity control to accurately move the shade– quicker as the potentiometer is turned to the
extremes or slower, and thus more accurately toward the neutral, middle zone. We designed for the limit
switches to be 90 degrees from the vertical on both sides of our product in order to keep the umbrella upright.

For our mechanical design, we initially had three main ideas for the transmission. One idea was to
utilize a transmission belt between the motor and a gearbox through an umbrella base. The second idea was
to use a set of bevel gears to actuate a shaft through the umbrella base to the gearbox. Ultimately, we decided
to opt for a worm gear system which enabled the transmission system to lie at the pivot point of the umbrella
stand. Our transmission included three total gears amassing to a gear ratio of 40:1. By using this method, we
were able to use a smaller motor which enabled a more discrete housing for which the umbrella actuated from.

A main advantage of the worm gear is to prevent backdriving through the transmission system. A fear
we had with this project was we didn’t want the motor to need to be actuated at all times to ensure the position
of the umbrella. For this reason, the worm gear prevents backdriving and keeps the umbrella in its correct
position after actuation. This method was best suited for our project as we minimized energy consumption and
motor fatigue through this application of the worm gear system.

We initially wanted to utilize temperature sensors in order to track the sunlight’s position and move the
umbrella shade to always cover the user; however, due to time and financial constraints, we decided to focus
on one degree of freedom and use a potentiometer instead. We also wanted the umbrella to have an uniaxial
rotation of 180 degrees, but ended up with a 160 degree rotation due to the activation of our limit switches
preventing it from going further.



3)

4)
Function-Critical Decisions:
One of the most critical calculations to perform was whether or not we had enough torque supplied for our
system to move the umbrella in any position of its rotation. We also want our umbrella to remain at the location
it is when the motor isn’t running, which led us to designing a non-backdrivable transmission.
Calculations:
The max torque required of the system is as follows.
T_max = (W_umbrella)*(L_pvc) + (W_pvc)*(L_pvc/2)
T_max = (0.525lb)*(1ft) + (2lb)*(0.5ft)
T_max = 1.525ft*lb

Our transmission system consists of a 60:1 and 1:1.5 gear ratio, leading to an overall gear ratio of 40:1.
While the motor from our lab kit did meet the required torque for our system, it could only handle half a ft*lb
more than the max torque required. This poses a couple of issues. Frictional forces would cause the motor to
have to work harder. Any unexpected radial loading will act as a bending moment on the shaft of the motor,
causing the motor to have to work harder to move the system. Also, our motor has a small shaft (3mm) relative
to all the components in our transmission system being closer to 5mm to 6mm.

Calculations for new motor chosen:
Stall torque: 1.3 ft*lb
T_motor = (60% duty cycle)*(stall extrapolation)*(gear ratio)



T_motor = (0.6)*(1.3ft*lb)*(40)
T_motor = 31.24 ft*lb

5)
Circuit Diagram:

State Transition Diagram:

Note: D is our velocity error which helps us determine if we are moving left or right.

Reflection:
For the transmission, we had some issues with the shafts becoming disengaged with their associated

parts. While we did try and mitigate this problem via set screws and perpendicular compression, ultimately the
system would loosen over time and need to be recalibrated intermittently. To combat this, we would suggest
using a more secure method such as key or pin through the shaft would have provided perpendicular stability
to the parts adjoined to the shafts. Our advice would be to start early so that you have time to fine tune any
issues you may have before any deadlines.



Appendix A: BOM

Full list of materials including those pre-owned

Appendix B: CAD

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1R2CLGfrR_Chv-umGl9UwJ4yqyw7BXuwuPNtRV4VqO_k/edit#gid=945847963






Appendix C: Code


















